THERE’S A LOT OF CONTINENTAL IN THE NEW ID.4

All of the components at a glance:

**VITESCO TECHNOLOGIES**
- Drive Control Unit for the electronic architecture of the modular electric drive matrix (MEB)

**AUTONOMOUS MOBILITY AND SAFETY**
- Brake Hoses (front axle)
- Chassis Control Unit
- Drum Brake with electric parking brake function (EPB-Si)
- Chassis Acceleration Sensors
- Intelligent Battery Sensor
- Wheel Speed Sensor
- Long Range Radar

**VEHICLE NETWORKING AND INFORMATION**
- Power Liftgate Module
- Body High Performance Computer
- In-Car Application Server (ICAS1)
- Body Control Unit
- Center Display
- Memory Seat Module/Seat Positioning Unit
- Door Control Unit

**CONTITECH**
- PVC Artificial Leather (Acella)*
- Battery Thermal Management**
- Plastic lines to thermoregulate the battery
- Air Conditioning and Heatpump**
- R744 refrigerant fluid lines for cooling and heating
- Yorn Light
- Foam laminate

*in North America only  **in EMEA and Americas only
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